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WELCOME TO PREMIA DUTY FREE
I am delighted to welcome you to Premia Duty Free, a division of Premia Brands
Trading Limited (PBT Ltd) who are excited to offer a dedicated service for Duty & Tax
Free Goods directly to Embassies, High Commissions, The UN, NATO, International
Organisations and their accredited diplomats within the UK.
Having operated in the UK and International markets for over a decade, the Premia
Brands team bring a wealth of global sales, marketing and distribution experience
to the UK Diplomatic Market and now, with the addition of myself as Sales Director
for Diplomatic Duty Free, with over 30 years’ experience serving the London
UK Diplomatic Corps, together we make a dynamic team, not only in terms of
understanding the market, practises and processes required but also having the
same goal – to always put our customers interests first and ensure their needs
remain our top priority.
I am therefore happy to present our first annual catalogue of Wines, Spirits,
Cigarettes and Tobacco products for your information.
On behalf of the Premia team, we look forward to working with you and remain
at your service.
Best regards,
Helen Gardner
Sales Director – Diplomatic Duty Free
Mobile: 07787 112771 | Office: 01273 443822
Email: sales@premiadutyfree.com

www.premiabrands.co.uk
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PREMIA

CIGARETTES

&ROLLING

TOBACCO
DIPLOMATIC DUT Y FREE

DIPLOMATIC DUTY FREE PRICING | Tobacco

DUTY FREE CIGARETTES, ROLLING TOBACCO & CIGARS
TOBACCO
CIGARETTES

CARTON PRICE

Marlboro Gold King Size

35.20

£

200 Sticks Per Carton
40011

35.20

£

200 Sticks Per Carton

Benson & Hedges Gold Special Filter
200 Sticks Per Carton
40001

200 Sticks Per Carton

200 Sticks Per Carton
40003

200 Sticks Per Carton

200 Sticks Per Carton
40013

200 Sticks Per Carton

200 Sticks Per Carton
40007

200 Sticks Per Carton

200 Sticks Per Carton

200 Sticks Per Carton

40186

Box of 10

168.00

£

40187

Box of 25

485.00

£

40188

Box of 25

178.00

£

40189

Box of 25

Romeo Y Julieta No.3

32.70

£

142.00

£

40190

Box of 25

Partagas Serie D’No.4

35

£

.20

101.00

£

40191

Box of 10

Hoyo De Monterrey Epicure No.2

31.55

£

40192

246.50

£

Box of 25

34.10

£

21.50

£

21.50

£

10x20PK

Karelia Ome White
200 Sticks Per Carton
40185

130.00

£

-

10x20PK

Karelia Ome Yellow
40184

CARTON PRICE

10x20PK

Karelia Ome Original
40183

HAVANA CIGARS

10x20PK

Superkings Black 100mm
40008

32

.70

10x20PK

Mayfair King Size

5x50g

Romeo Y Julieta No.2
£

10x20PK

Rothmans King Size
40005

19.45

10x20PK

Silk Cut Silver King Size

34.60

£

-

Cohiba Rubustos

10x20PK

Silk Cut Purple King Size
40009

35

.20

£

200 Sticks Per Carton

Amber Leaf

Montecristo No.4
£

10x20PK

JPS Blue
40004

35.20

£

10x20PK

Dunhill International Red

5x50g

Montecristo No.2

10x20PK

Benson & Hedges Silver
40002

35.20

£

36.00

£

-

40010

10x20PK

CARTON PRICE

Golden Virginia
40006

10x20PK

Marlboro Red King Size
40012

ROLLING TOBACCO

21.50

£

10x20PK

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.

www.premiabrands.co.uk

Please note product pictures are for illustrative purposes and may differ.
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DIPLOMATIC DUTY FREE PRICING | Spirits

SPIRITS
WHISKY
SCOTCH

BOTTLE PRICE

Teachers 100cl

8

£ .40

40022

12x1L

9

£ .75

40015

12x1L

£117.00 / CASE

Ballantine's Finest 100cl

12.50

£

40026

12x1L

£150.00 / CASE

BOTTLE PRICE

Auchentoshan American Oak
Reserve 100cl

26.00

£

12x1L

£312.00 / CASE

Glenfiddich Select Cask 100cl
40016

12x1L

49.95

£

12x1L

£599.40 / CASE

Highland Park Spirit of the Bear 100cl
40018

26.90

£

£322.80 / CASE

The Macallan Quest 100cl *
40181

Chivas Regal 12 YO 100cl IBC
40027

12x1L

AMERICAN BOURBON
Jim Beam White 100cl
40023

12x1L

12x1L

45.00

£

27.70

£540.00 / CASE

Highland Park Loyalty of the Wolf
14 YO 100cl

59

£

12x1L

£332.40 / CASE

BOTTLE PRICE

Canadian Club 100cl
12x1L

BOTTLE PRICE

Jameson 100cl

16.15

£

6x1L

£96.90 / CASE

Tullamore Dew 100cl
40032

15.00

£

£180.00 / CASE

IRISH

40028

11.50

£

£

CANADIAN

40030

BOTTLE PRICE

£138.00 / CASE

Makers Mark 100cl
40029

32.60

£

£391.20 / CASE

-

MALTS

40031

BOTTLE PRICE

-

£100.80 / CASE

The Famous Grouse 100cl

DE LUXE

6x1L

18.00

£

£108.00 / CASE

.00

40020

12x1L

£708.00 / CASE

Bowmore 10 YO Dark & Intense 100cl
40014

12x1L

£432.00 / CASE

Bowmore 15 YO 100cl

49.95

£

40021

36.00

£

6x1L

£299.70 / CASE

The Glenlivet Triple Cask Matured
Distillers Reserve

38.85

£

40024

12x1L

Grant’s Triple Wood 100cl
40017

12x1L

£466.20 / CASE

7

£ .95
£95.40 / CASE

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.

www.premiabrands.co.uk

Please note product pictures are for illustrative purposes and may differ.
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DIPLOMATIC DUTY FREE PRICING | Spirits

SPIRITS

COGNAC

BOTTLE PRICE

Martell VS Single Distillery 100cl
40041

6x1L

32.75

£

£196.50 / CASE

Courvoisier Artisan VS
- Double Oak 100cl

26.25

£

40042

12x1L

£315.00 / CASE

Courvoisier Artisan VSOP
- Triple Oak 100cl

38.25

£

12x1L

£459.00 / CASE

LIQUEURS

BOTTLE PRICE

40043

Amaretto di Saronno 100cl /28°
40044

VODKA

BOTTLE PRICE

Absolut 100cl

10

£

40033

12x1L

£124.20 / CASE

Absolut Raspberri 100cl

18

£

40034

12x1L

.00

£216.00 / CASE

Absolut Citron 100cl

18

£

40035

.35

12x1L

.00

£216.00 / CASE

12x1L

BOTTLE PRICE

Botanist Gin 100cl

22.75

£

40180

12x1L

£273.00 / CASE

Hendrick’s Gin 100cl

26.95

£

40036

12x1L

£323.40 / CASE

Beefeater 40% 100cl

12x1L

Aperol 100cl 11°

12x1L

40046

6x1L

Campari 100cl 25

13.10

£

40047

12x1L

£157.20 / CASE

Jagermeister 100cl 35°
40048

6x1L

Cointreau 100cl
40179

12x1L

Malibu 100cl
40049

6x1L

14.90

£

£89.40 / CASE

15.50

£

£186.00 / CASE

11.80

£

£70.80 / CASE

17.50

£

12x1L

£210.00 / CASE

RUM

BOTTLE PRICE

Havana Club 3 YO Rum 100cl
6x1L

6x1L

13.70

£

£82.20 / CASE

Havana Club Anejo Especial
40040

£77.40 / CASE

£126.00 / CASE

-

40039

12.90

£

-

10.50

Beefeater Pink 100cl
40038

£166.20 / CASE

£

40037

13.85

£

-

-

GIN

£154.80 / CASE

Tia Maria 100cl
40045

12.90

£

15.45

£

£92.70 / CASE

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.

www.premiabrands.co.uk

Please note product pictures are for illustrative purposes and may differ.
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WINE

FRENCH WINE - REGIONAL
BARON PHILIPPE DE ROTHSCHILD
(MOUTON) - PAYS D’OC RANGE

SPARKLING WINE
FRESCOBALDI, ITALY

BOTTLE PRICE

Prosecco, Danzante, Italy, 75cl
A sparkling wine made in the extra dry style, with a
long-lingering cascade of pin-point bubbles that create
a rich, lively mousse in the glass. Rich bouquet and
velvety smooth with a crisp appealing palate, and
beautifully balanced. Very rich and velvety, attractive
and well balanced.
40053

6x75cl

13.00

£

WOLF BLASS, AUSTRALIA

BOTTLE PRICE

Wolf Blass Yellow Label Sparkling
Brut , 75cl
A delicately flavoured Pinot Noir Chardonnay Sparkling,
sourced from premium Australian vineyards. A delicious
lemon curd and brioche nose along with a deductive
hint of honeysuckle. The palate has a finesse with bold
strawberries and cream flavours, layered with toastiness
and a lengthy mineral finish.
40055

6x75cl

This collection of varietal wines from the Pays d’Oc offers a whole palette of
flavours, showcasing the diversity of terroirs associated with the wines of Baron
Philippe De Rothschild.

Chardonnay - WHITE, 75cl
Fresh and fruity, Chardonnay produces rich and well
balanced wines with complex and subtle flavours.
40058

£78.00 / CASE

6

£36.30 / CASE

This Sauvignon Blanc is dry, crisp and fresh, with subtle
citrus fruit and floral aromas.
40059

BOTTLE PRICE

Lindeman’s Bin 30 Sparkling Rose, 75cl
Delicate, creamy bubbles, strawberry and cherry flavours
with a soft, dry finish. Aromas of subtle strawberry and red
berries with underlying citrus aromas. A fresh, lively, full
flavoured sparkling rosé.
40057

6x75cl

6x75cl

5

£ .45

£32.73 / CASE

6

£ .35
£38.10 / CASE

Viognier - WHITE, 75cl
40060

6

£ .35
£38.10 / CASE

Sauvignon Blanc - WHITE, 75cl

6x75cl

6

£ .35
£38.10 / CASE

Cabernet Sauvignon - RED,75cl
From the region around Limoux the highest quality parcels
of Cabernet Sauvignon are selected to produce a wine full of
black fruit aromas, followed by mild spice notes and a touch
of freshness.
40061

LINDEMAN’S, AUSTRALIA

6x75cl

A rare and rather capricious grape, Viognier produces wines
of exceptional quality, full bodied but delicately fragrant.

£ .05

BOTTLE PRICE

6x75cl

£38.10 / CASE

Pinot Noir - RED, 75cl
In the heart of Languedoc-Roussillon, Baron Philippe de
Rothschild’s winemakers have selected the areas with the
best soil and climate for growing the Pinot Noir grape.
40062

6x75cl

6

£ .35

£38.10 / CASE

Merlot - RED, 75cl
A wine with expansive fruit flavours, rounded tannins and
black fruit notes such as blackberry, and a hint of cinnamon.
40063

6

£ .35

6x75cl

6

£ .35
£38.10 / CASE

GET 5% OFF

PURCHASE ANY FULL
CASE OF WINE & RECEIVE
A FURTHER 5% DISCOUNT
OFF CATALOGUE PRICE*
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.

www.premiabrands.co.uk

Please note product pictures are for illustrative purposes and may differ.
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DIPLOMATIC DUTY FREE PRICING | French Wine

FRENCH REGIONAL WINE LANGUEDOC, SOUTH OF FRANCE
DOMAINE D’AUSSIÈRES,
CORBIERES AOC

RESERVE MOUTON CADET
BOTTLE PRICE

Aussieres has made wine since the Roman era, a period when the great
properties of the “Roman Province of Narbonne” were recorded in the land
registry and became the main wine suppliers to Rome. Acquired in 1999 by
Domaines Barons de Rothschild Lafite, the 550-hectare Domaine d’Aussières
underwent a vast rehabilitation programme to restore and revitalize one of the
oldest and most beautiful wine-making properties in the Narbonne region.

Aussières Rouge (Pays d’Oc) - RED, 75cl
An approachable and fresh Pays d’Oc rouge, perfect for
any occasion.
40064

6x75cl

7

£ .85
£47.10 / CASE

Aussières Blanc (Pays d’Oc) - WHITE,
75cl

7

£ .85

A light and fresh Pays d’Oc Chardonnay, perfect for
any occasion.
40065

A crisp, refreshing and fruity rosé. A delightful blend of
Cinsault, Grenache, Cabernet Franc and Syrah.
6x75cl

7

£ .85
£47.10 / CASE

FRENCH WINE - BORDEAUX
MOUTON CADET

BOTTLE PRICE

When Baron Nathaniel acquired CHÂTEAU MOUTON ROTHSCHILD at auction
in 1853, little did he know that he held in his hands the keys to the start of one
of the world’s most respected Bordeaux wine brands. Founded 80 years later
in 1933, the Baron Philippe de Rothschild Group today manages an exquisite
roster of estates and branded wines that expand far beyond its Bordeaux heart,
maintaining the same dedication to excellence that has characterised the
family’s winemaking style for generations. The Group’s activities in Bordeaux
comprise three Classified Growths in the Pauillac appellation, Château
d’Armailhac (1933), Château Clerc Milon (1970) and of course the illustrious
Château Mouton Rothschild. In addition they offer a range of high quality
branded wines that are sourced from various partner growers and then blended,
matured and bottled by the Group itself, foremost among them the famous
Mouton Cadet.

Mouton Cadet Rouge - RED, 75cl
The globally iconic Cabernet and Merlot blend with elegant
oak influences, delivers an everyday drinking Bordeaux to
please all palates.
40070

6x75cl

7

£ .80

£46.80 / CASE

Mouton Cadet 1930's Label - RED, 75cl
The original 1930s label on this globally iconic Cabernet and
Merlot blend with elegant oak influences, delivering everyday
drinking Bordeaux to please even the most discerning of
palates.
40071

6x75cl

A fresh and uplifting Sauvignon Blanc and Sémillon blend
with honeyed citrus and white stone fruit flavours.
6x75cl

Mouton Cadet Rosé - ROSE, 75cl
A light and elegant rosé blend, with raspberry and
watermelon notes. Perfect summer drinking.
40074

6x75cl

Additional oak ageing and greater selection produces a wine
that has additional depth and sophistication, for drinking
now or keeping for 2-5 years.
40075

6x75cl

10.00

£

£60.00 / CASE

Reserve Medoc, A.O.C. Bordeaux
- RED, 75cl
Extended ageing and careful selection of premium parcels
across the Médoc deliver a fruit-driven and highly expressive
wine with an amazingly dense finish.
6x75cl

10.00

£

£60.00 / CASE

12.25

£

LES LÉGENDES

BOTTLE PRICE

Barons de Rothschild have for many years created a range of more accessible
wines for everyday drinking. Initially created at the request of family and
friends, these were known as the “Réserves des Barons”. In a continuation of
this tradition, Domaines Barons de Rothschild Lafite decided to produce the
Réserves in four major Bordeaux appellations: Bordeaux, Bordeaux Blanc,
Médoc and Pauillac. In creating the Collection, DBR Lafite’s objective is to offer
classic Bordeaux.

Légende Pauillac - RED, 75cl
With Cabernet and Merlot grapes taken from the vineyards
of Lafite and Duhart Milon, this Pauillac is widely considered
to be the ‘unofficial third wine of Lafite’.
40080

6x75cl

£183.00 / CASE

Légende Médoc - RED, 75cl
A blend of Cabernet and Merlot with gentle oak ageing to
provide a smooth and layered expression of Bordeaux’s most
famous left bank region.
40081

6x75cl

An approachable blend of Cabernet and Merlot with a
fruit forward style, while remaining honest to the style
of the region.
6x75cl

A delicate blend of Sauvignon Blanc and Sémillon with a
crisp finish.
6x75cl

10.30

£

£61.82 / CASE

Légende Bordeaux Blanc - WHITE, 75cl
40083

15.25

£

£91.50 / CASE

Légende Bordeaux Rouge - RED, 75cl

40082

30.50

£

10.30

£

£61.82 / CASE

£73.50 / CASE

Mouton Cadet Blanc - WHITE, 75cl
40072

Reserve Rouge, A.O.C. - RED, 75cl

£47.10 / CASE

Aussières Rosé (Pays d’Oc) - ROSE, 75cl
40066

Mouton Cadet, since its first release in the 1930’s, has become the most
successful and iconic brand in Bordeaux. In the 1990’s Baroness Philippine
revitalised the brand by releasing a ‘reserve range’ that focused on smaller
parcels in Bordeaux with superior quality fruit.

40076

6x75cl

BOTTLE PRICE

7

£ .20
£43.20 / CASE

8

£ .95
£53.70 / CASE

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.
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DIPLOMATIC DUTY FREE PRICING | French Wine

FRENCH WINE - HAUT MEDOC
CHÂTEAU ODILON

BOTTLE PRICE

Previously names CHÂTEAU PEYRE-LEBADE based on its geographical
location, the estate was renamed CHÂTEAU ODILON, in honour of painter
Odilon Redon who spent his childhood and most of his working life on the
property. His most famous paintings were inspired by the bucolic landscapes of
the Medoc, scattered with moor and marshlands.

Château Odilon - RED, 75cl
Château Odilon has the fruity and fleshy style so
characteristic of Haut Médoc wines. Its high Merlot content
contributes to its unique, supple style.
40084

6x75cl

19.50

£

£117.00 / CASE

FRENCH WINE - ENTRE-DEUX-MERS
CHÂTEAU PARADIS CASSEUIL

BOTTLE PRICE

Château Paradis Casseuil formerly belonged to Château Rieussec. When
purchasing the First Growth of Sauternes in 1984, Baron Eric de Rothschild lost
no time in adding this jewel of the Entre-Deux-Mers region to the DBR portfolio.
The vineyard of Paradis Casseuil was extended in 1989, becoming one of the
leading properties of the region.

Château Paradis Casseuil - RED, 75cl
A modern and fresh blend of Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon
with a little oak and an easy drinking Bordeaux style.
40085

6x75cl

17

£

.70

£106.20 / CASE

FRENCH WINE - LOIRE HENRI BOURGEOIS

A beautiful fresh Sancerre; fleshy stone fruits, crisp acidity
and perfect minerality. Genuinely one the best you will find.
40089

12x75cl

A beautiful fresh Sancerre; fleshy stone fruits, crisp acidity
and perfect minerality. Genuinely one the best you will find.
12x37.5cl

This Pouilly-Fumé comes from the chalky-clay hills of Saint
Andelain. Fruity whilst still stylish and elegant, with all the
white fruits and light citrus we expect from the region.
6x75cl

BOTTLE PRICE

This refreshing, fruity Sancerre Rosé will seduce with its
bouquet of ripe red fruits, well-balanced structure and
elegant length.
12x75cl

A fine and bright Chablis with aromas of green apple and
citrus, perfect minerality and lingering but elegant flavours
of pear and grapefruit.
40093

12x75cl

21.50

£

£258.00 / CASE

18.50

£

10.75

£

REIMS
PARIS

38.00

£

£228.00 / CASE

Henri Bourgeois Sancerre Rosé
- ROSE, 75cl

40092

Spending time in Didier and Sylvain’s company you immediately understand
the energy and effort that is put into their wines, or more correctly, their vines
and land.

£129.00 / CASE

Henri Bourgeois Pouilly-Fumé
- WHITE, 75cl

40091

BOTTLE PRICE

£222.00 / CASE

Henri Bourgeois Sancerre, Half Bottle
- WHITE, 37.5cl
40090

DOMAINE DEFAIX

Domaine Defaix Chablis - WHITE, 75cl

For 10 generations, the BOURGEOIS FAMILY has devoted its passion and values
to Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Noir , crafting wines of unique expression. Each
member of the family brings its knowledge and expertise to the wine estates
and works actively within the vineyards. Rooted to their beloved village of
Chavignol, on the greatest terroirs of Sancerre and Pouilly-Fumé, they work on
a mosaic of vine plots. Each plot is isolated and worked in respect of its origin
to reveal, in the most precise and true way, the expression of its terroir - either
Kimmerigdian marls Flint or Limestone Clay soils.

Henri Bourgeois Sancerre - WHITE, 75cl

FRENCH WINE - BURGUNDY

BURGUNDY
BORDEAUX

18.50

£

£222.00 / CASE

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.

www.premiabrands.co.uk

Please note product pictures are for illustrative purposes and may differ.
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DIPLOMATIC DUTY FREE PRICING | Italian Wine

ATTEMS

BOTTLE PRICE

Attems is a name that encompasses the history of wine in Friuli Venezia Giulia.
There is no documentation that confirms the ownership of land dedicated to
viticulture in Collio by the Attems Dynasty dating as far back as 1106, and a
listing in the general ledgers for the production of native grape varietals Ribolla
Gialla and Refosco since 1764.

TREVISO

Pinot Grigio - WHITE, 75cl
With impressive fruitiness and a palate that demonstrates
all of the amazing qualities of the Collio area, this wine has
a superb weight and viscosity, mineral-edged, savoury, tangy,
and lively.

CHIANTI

40099

6x75cl

£91.50 / CASE

Sauvignon Blanc - WHITE, 75cl
ROME

Straw yellow in colour with typical greenish highlights, this is
a deliciously crisp and tangy wine full of flavour.
40100

6x75cl

Pinot Grigio Ramato continues a tradition of the Republic
of Venice, since ‘ramato,’ or coppery, was the term that
referred to Pinot Grigio. Attems’ Ramato is a crisp and fruity
wine that boasts a rich, complex bouquet.
6x75cl

DANZANTE

BOTTLE PRICE

Danzante is a collection of contemporary Italian Wines intended for the
enjoyment of ‘La Dolce Vita’. They express both passion and style, which are
essential to the Italian Lifestyle. The name Danzante, Italian for dancing,
captures what you experience when you drink these wines: a feeling of
enjoyment, celebration and most of all, being in touch with your senses.

Chianti - RED, 75cl
Produced from Sangiovese grapes that originate in the
hills between the Provinces of Siena and Florence, this is a
Chianti that has spicy nuances of roasted espresso bean,
notes of vanilla, and black liquorice.
40098

6x75cl

12.70

£

£76.20 / CASE

16.00

£

£96.00 / CASE

CAVALIERE D’ORO

ITALIAN WINES

15.25

£

£91.50 / CASE

Ramato (Pinot Grigio Blush)
- WHITE, 75cl

40103

15.25

£

BOTTLE PRICE

Born out of the legacy of Gabbiano, a premium Italian wine produced in the
heart of the Chianti Classico, Tuscany region, Cavaliere d’Oro translates to “The
Gold Knight”, with the symbol on the label signifying an invitation to consumers
to explore a unique curation of wine from the very best winemaking regions
across Italy including Tuscany, Puglia and Sicily.

Gabbiano DOCG Chianti Classico
Reserva - RED, 75cl
At the nose this wine offers lovely red fruity notes coming
through, led with hints of strawberries, red cherry and
baking spice. A fruit-filled palate of red cherry, tobacco with
additional earthy and spicy tnes. The firm tannins balanced
by fresh acidity and good complexity.
40105

6x75cl

12.70

£

£76.20 / CASE

Gabbiano Promessa Pinot Grigio
- WHITE, 75cl

5

£ .45

This extra dry white wine hints of pear and melon, the fruits
of the late summer harvest.
40106

6x75cl

GET 5% OFF

£32.73 / CASE

PURCHASE ANY FULL
CASE OF WINE & RECEIVE
A FURTHER 5% DISCOUNT
OFF CATALOGUE PRICE*
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.
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CHILEAN WINES - DOMAINES
BARONS DE ROTHSCHILD
LAFITE VINA LOS VASCOS

Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon - RED, 75cl

BOTTLE PRICE

“30 years ago, I visited Los Vascos for the first time and was immediately in
awe at the beauty and size of the estate we had here. Since then, I’ve come
back, every year and the magic has been seeing this land evolve through the
work of nature and of our teams. It has grown to become an estate with its own
unique ecosystem of birds, trees and most importantly exceptional people and
vineyards” - Baron Eric De Rothschild.

Los Vascos Grande Réserve - RED, 75cl
A Cabernet Sauvignon blend with 12 months of oak ageing.
Dark berry fruits with black pepper and toasted walnuts.
40108

12x75cl

£156.00 / CASE

Los Vascos Cabernet Sauvignon
- RED, 75cl
A fresh and varietally honest Cabernet Sauvignon.
Blackcurrant and cassis flavours with a light profile for
everyday drinking.
40109

12x75cl

A bright and vibrant Sauvignon Blanc with perfect acidity.
Gooseberry, lychee and peach notes are complemented with
asparagus tips and freshly mown lawns.
12x75cl

A light, unoaked Chardonnay with tropical fruit and citrus
notes. Lees aging provides great length and a smooth and
rounded mouthfeel.
12x75cl

8

£ .40

£100.80 / CASE

Los Vascos Rosé - ROSE, 75cl
A light and elegant rosé blend, with strawberry, peach and
nectarine notes. Ideal summer drinking.
40112

8

£ .40

£100.80 / CASE

Los Vascos Chardonnay - WHITE, 75cl

40111

8

£ .40

£100.80 / CASE

Los Vascos Sauvignon Blanc
- WHITE, 75cl

40110

13.00

£

12x75cl

8

£ .40
£100.80 / CASE

BARON PHILIPPE DE ROTHSCHILD ESCUDO ROJO

BOTTLE PRICE

Escudo Rojo is the Spanish translation of the German ‘rote schild’ meaning
‘red shield’, the historical emblem of the Rothschild Family, produced by
Baron Philippe De Rothschild, Maipo Chile, Escudo Rojo was born in 1999, the
result of a marriage of ancestral Bordeaux expertise and exceptional Chilean
terroir. These fine branded wines are both cultivated in the great Bordeaux
winemaking tradition of Baron Philippe De Rothschild and capitalise on Chile’s
environmental richness.

Grande Reserve - RED, 75cl
A blend of four different grapes: Cabernet Sauvignon and
Cabernet Franc, which give refinement and tannic power,
and Carménère and Syrah which bring body, density and
a touch of spice to combine Bordeaux elegance and
Chilean flair.
40113

6x75cl

£102.00 / CASE

Reserve Pinot Noir - RED, 75cl
Hand-picked selections of the best parcels in the
Casablanca Valley, Baron Philippe de Rothschild have
crafted an elegant and highly refined Pinot Noir.
40115

6x75cl

11.00

£

£66.00 / CASE

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.

www.premiabrands.co.uk

17.00

£

The wine is vinified in the Bordeaux manner, favouring
extraction of the fruit and a supple, well-balanced tannic
structure with well-rounded tannins and blackcurrant,
pepper and liquorice flavours.
40116

6x75cl

11.00

£

£66.00 / CASE

Reserve Sauvignon Blanc - WHITE, 75cl
Every measure is taken to preserve the fruit and freshness
of the Sauvignon Blanc grapes, from maceration on the
skins to cold pressing and alcoholic fermentation at
controlled temperatures giving a vivacious dry wine of
great refinement.
40117

6x75cl

11.00

£

£66.00 / CASE

Reserve Chardonnay - WHITE, 75cl
Sourced from the cool Pacific coast of the Casablanca valley,
half the vintage is matured in one-year-old oak barrels for
nine months to achieve a harmonious balance between oaky
notes and the freshness of the fruit.
40118

6x75cl

11.00

£

£66.00 / CASE

ARGENTINE WINES
DOMAINES BARONS DE ROTHSCHILD
LAFITE - BODEGAS CARO

BOTTLE PRICE

The idea of forming a partnership between domaines Barons De Rothschild
Lafite and the prestigious Argentinian wine family Catena was born in 1999.
Initial enthusiasm quickly became a concrete plan to produce a single wine
that would combine French and Argentine cultures and enhance the alliance
between the signature grape of each producer, Malbec and Cabernet Sauvignon.

Petit Caro - RED, 75cl
With all the elegance and power of its big brother, Petit
Caro offers the signature blend of Malbec and Cabernet
Sauvignon with more than 12 months in Lafite’s French
oak barrels.
40119

6x75cl

17.00

£

£102.00 / CASE

Aruma - RED, 75cl
A fresh and vibrant Malbec presented with no oak age and
bright dark and red berry fruit flavours. An unmistakable
French elegance ensures Aruma stands out from other
Malbecs at this price point.
40121

12x75cl

10.25

£

£123.00 / CASE

BARON EDMOND DE ROTHSCHILD FLECHAS DE LOS ANDES

BOTTLE PRICE

Flechas De Los Andes is the result of an alliance between Baron Benjamin De
Rothschild and Monsieur Laurent Dassault, reflecting the fulfilment of their
quest to find a great terroir at the base of the Andes. Located 120 kilometers
south of Mendoza, Argentina, near the village of Vista Flores, the Flechas De Los
Andes vineyard now occupies more than 100 hectares in the Andes foothills. The
first vines were planted in 1999 and are quite dense for Argentina (5,500 vines
per hectre).

Aguaribay - RED, 75cl
Made from a selection of Malbec grapes grown at 335
metres above sea level in the foothills of the Andes. Onethird of the wine was aged for 10 months in oak barrels.
40122

6x75cl

9

£ .20

£55.20 / CASE

Gran Malbec - RED, 75cl
100% Malbec aged in new French oak for 18 months.
Gran Malbec is a robust and intense wine with flavours of
succulent dark berry fruits, coffee and finishing on white
pepper.
40123

6x75cl

Please note product pictures are for illustrative purposes and may differ.

18.75

£

£112.50 / CASE
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ARGENTINE WINES CONTINUED...
SEPTIMA WINERY MENDOZA

NEW ZEALAND WINES
BOTTLE PRICE

Bodega Séptima is located in the high Agrelo area, department of Luján de
Cuyo, Mendoza, surrounded by our Finca Emblema and its 150 hectares planted
with vines. Creating the perfect balance between historical heritage, innovation,
superb quality and excellence.

Septima Malbec 2019 - RED, 75cl
This 100% Malbec wine has a bright-ruby red colour that
is well-defined on the nose with persistent notes of plums
and figs. This combined with vanilla notes from oak ageing,
makes the wine pleasant and subtle. Sweet and dense
on the palate with an attractive mineral taste with a long
and persistent finish with delicate flavours of sweet black
berries. Ideal with meats, game and gourmet dishes.
40211

6x75cl

7

£ .95

Septima Obra Malbec 2019 - RED, 75cl

40212

6x75cl

11.95

£

SOUTH AFRICAN WINES
BARON EDMOND DE ROTHSCHILD RUPERT & ROTHSCHILD

BOTTLE PRICE

Classique - RED, 75cl

40125

6x75cl

24.50

£

Complex, spicy aromatics of black cherry, baking spices and
a hint of dried pine needles. Well integrated fine oak creates
a lovely structure and perfectly balanced finish.
6x75cl

£147.00 / CASE

Rimapere Sauvignon Blanc
- WHITE, 75cl

14.75

£

Aromas of citrus fruits, green tea and blackcurrant bush
lead to ripe lemon and gooseberry notes and a long,
texturally dry finish. Youthful and salivating, a Marlborough
Sauvignon Blanc with an unmistakable French elegance.
40129

6x75cl

£88.50 / CASE

BOTTLE PRICE

From New Zealand - Matua Lands & Legends wines are crafted from the best
parcels of fruit from our most renowned wine growing regions providing real
regional character. Hand-crafted and expressive, these wines are something
special and, dare we sat it, “legendary”.

Matua Pinot Noir - RED, 75cl

Rupert & Rothschild Vignerons stems from the prestigious partnership formed
between the Rupert family of South Africa and Baron Benjamin de Rothschild,
who joined forces in 1997 around a single goal; to produce a South African wine
of world-class renown.

This blend of Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet
Franc is aged for 16 months in new French oak. Fresh
cranberry and wild black cherry evolve into delicate hazelnut
truffle chocolate with a silky, smooth lingering texture.

Rimapere Pinot Noir - RED, 75cl

MATUA
£71.70 / CASE

BOTTLE PRICE

Born out of Benjamin De Rothschild’s desire to create a leading Sauvignon
Blanc. The Rimapere Estate in Marlborough, New Zealand was chosen for
its exceptional terroir and climate. The name of the property was a deliberate
choice: it means “Five Arrows” In Maori and simultaneously honors the
Rothschild Family’s emblem and traditional New Zealand culture.

40128
£47.70 / CASE

This is one of the reserva lines, where the importance of
quality vines from the best wine growing areas in Mendoza
produces a wine of true quality, year after year.
A bright deep-red Malbec with balanced aromas resemble
red and black berries, blended with notes of coconut and
vanilla resulting from ageing in oak barrels. This wine is
soft and gentle with refreshing acidity and round tannins,
delicious! Serve with grilled lean meats, pasta with tomato
sauce, hard cheese with strong flavours.

BARON EDMOND DE ROTHSCHILD RIMAPERE

14.25

£

The palate is soft and luscious, almost velvety, and
overflowing with sweet fruit. Ripe tannins offer suppleness
to the palate that finishes with lingering savouriness.
40130

6x75cl

£61.50 / CASE

Matua Lands & Legends Sauvignon
Blanc - WHITE, 75cl
This wine is overflowing with bright tropical notes, a crisp
acidity and has a really concentrated minerality on the
palate.
40131

10.25

£

6x75cl

10.90

£

£65.40 / CASE

£85.50 / CASE

Baroness Nadine - WHITE, 75cl
100% Chardonnay delicately oak aged for just 10 months.
Lively aromas of peach blossom, lemon, gooseberry and
mango supported by nuances of delicate nougat and lightly
toasted macadamia nuts.
40127

6x75cl

18.75

£

£112.50 / CASE

GET 5% OFF
PURCHASE ANY FULL
CASE OF WINE & RECEIVE

WELLINGTON
MARLBOROUGH

A FURTHER 5% DISCOUNT
OFF CATALOGUE PRICE*

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.
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SPANISH WINES

LA RIOJA

FREIXENET CAVA

BOTTLE PRICE

MADRID

Freixenet is a successful family owned company that has been around for
almost 200 years and are the world’s leading sparkling wine producer and are
renowed for making quality Cava.

Freixenet Cordon Brut Negro NV
Freixenet’s masterpiece and the No.1 Sparkling Wine in the
UK. Pure nose with lightly toasted aromas and bright lemon,
red apple fruit. Softly textured with approachability. A clean,
crisp Cava.
40213

6x75cl

Light, fresh, red berry fruits, with a cool, pure, lemony
vinosity. Lots of raspberry freshness and a deliciously clean,
tart, cherry and raspberry finish.
40214

MURCIA

6

£ .50

£39.00 / CASE

Freixenet Cordon Rosado NV

6x75cl

6

£ .50

£39.00 / CASE

Vina Pomal Reserva 2014/15
- RED, 75cl
Deep picota cherry red with an intense ruby rim. Intense
nose and elegant. Floral notes of red fruit which blend with
sweet spices of vanilla. The mouthfeel has a long, lingering
finish with the balance of great Riojas. Pairs well with rice
and vegetable dishes, game and red meats, perfect for
drinking now with an estimated drinking window of 10 years.
40210

CODORNIU WINERY D.O. CAVA

BOTTLE PRICE

Codorníu is synonymous to the history of a family of winegrowers which goes
back to the XVI century. It is the oldest family business in Spain and one of the
oldest in the world. It now has 450 years of history behind it.

Codorniu Seleccion Raventos Brut NV
A modern Cava. A pale, lemon, golden coloured wine with
streams of fine bubbles. Citrus aromas with peachy and
lemon aromas. Full bodied, vibrant with fruit flavours and a
crisp finish, delicious!
40202

6x75cl

9

£ .95

£59.70 / CASE

Codorniu Seleccion Raventos Rose NV
Citrus peel and stone-fruit aromas, toasty notes and a touch
of spiced cherry on the nose of this juicy, fresh Spanish
sparkler. Cherry, raspberry and red-plum flavors before
finishing with dry, long and elegant length
40203

6x75cl

9

£ .95

£59.70 / CASE

BOTTLE PRICE

Ederra Verdejo Rueda D.O. Rueda 2019
- WHITE, 75cl

40205

6x75cl

8

£ .70

Vina Pomal Crianza 2017 - RED, 75cl

40209

6x75cl

www.premiabrands.co.uk

£77.70 / CASE

BOTTLE PRICE

The oldest winery in the D.O. Costers del Segre who made their first bottle of
Raimat Abadia in 1978, inspired by the commitment and patience with which
the monks worked. The history of Raimat goes back to 1914 when Mr. Manuel
Raventós i Doménech, owner of Codorníu, acquired infertile land to turn them
into what is today the largest ranch in Europe in the hands of one sole family.
Today, Raimat is the leading viticulture research and development centre in
Spain and is able to offer high-quality wines with unique charm using grapes
which come exclusively from its own ranch.

Raimat Abadia Blanco (Solana)
2019 ORGANIC - WHITE, 75cl
A blend of Chardonnay and Albariño, a perfect pairing of
international and native Spanish grape varieties. Full-bodied
with notes of ripe tropical and citrus fruits, this wine has
zesty acidity and a lingering finish. Very easy to drink.
6x75cl

7

£ .25

£43.50 / CASE

This Cabernet Sauvignon and Tempranillo blend is now
the winery’s most iconic wine and it continues to reap
rewards: in 2020 it was awarded a Grand Gold Medal in the
international organic wine awards, ECOVINO. Select this
wine if you love intense fruit aromas and a touch of vanilla
and dark chocolate in your glass. You will discover why it is
an iconic wine.
40207

10.15

£

£60.90 / CASE

6x75cl

7

£ .25

£43.50 / CASE

Raimat Ventada (White Garnatxa Eco)
2018 - WHITE, 75cl
Delicate and subtle, with mineral notes combined with an
explosion of white pear, tropical fruit and citrus notes, with
an elegant aromatic touch of Mediterranean herbs and
fennel. A balanced wine, with character, delicate and silky in
mouth but with body and personality.
40206

£52.20 / CASE

The flagship label of Bilbainas Winery. High aromatic
intensity with black fruits and hints of vanilla and roasted
coffee. It is supple, balanced and fresh on the palate with
good structure with mild, soft tannis. Matches perfectly with
mild cheese, pates and casseroles. It is now at its optimum
and will continue to gain complexity for 3/4 more years.

12.95

£

Raimat Abadia Red Eco 2017, 75cl

Bilbaínas Winery is the oldest Winery of La Rioja and it has the largest area of
underground cellars and vineyards in the municipality of Haro, the emblematic
capital of La Rioja Alta. Together, there are 250 hectares of vineyards of utmost
quality. With its flagship label, Viña Pomal, the oldest winery of La Rioja has
maintained the personal style that has given this brand so much success and
recognition. Bilbaínas has some of the most prestigious, emblematic wines of
La Rioja; Viña Pomal, Ederra, Royal Carlton and La Vicalanda are noteworthy.

A lovely wine with prominent Verdejo varietal aromas, citrus
notes and tropical mango fruit. A wine with a great deal
of frshness, pleasant and expressive on the palate. Ideal
for drinking on its own as well as served with rice dishes,
seafood, carpaccio, vegetables in stew, wok or tempura.

6x75cl

RAIMAT WINERY D.O.COSTERS
DEL SEGRE

40204

BODEGAS BILBAINAS WINERY
D.O.CA RIOJA

CATALONIA

6x75cl

11.95

£

£71.70 / CASE

Raimat Boira (Garnatxa Eco) 2017
- RED, 75cl
This wonderful red Wine from Raimat - Organic is grown in
the Costers del Segre area of Catalunya. A delighful wine,
made with Grenache/Garnacha grapes. This wine is made
following organic practices and suitable for vegetarian
drinkers. Juicy, ripe and rich, perfect with spicy lamb, rich
venison or opulently flavoured beef dishes.
40208

6x75cl

Please note product pictures are for illustrative purposes and may differ.

11.95

£

£71.70 / CASE
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AUSTRALIAN WINES
NINETEEN CRIMES

BOTTLE PRICE

Nineteen crimes turned convicts into colonists. Upon conviction British rogues
guilty of a least one of the 19 crimes were sentenced to live in Australia, rather
than death. This punishment by “transportation” began in 1787 and many of the
lawless died at sea. For the rough-hewn prisoners who made it to shore, a new
world awaited. As pioneers in a frontier penal colony, they forged a new country
and new lives, brick by brick. This wine celebrates the rules they broke and the
culture they built.

19 Crimes Red - RED, 75cl
Firm and full on the palate with flavours of red currants,
dark cherries and chocolate, complemented with vanilla.
This wine was matured for 3 months in 100% American oak.
40132

6x75cl

5

£ .30

19 Crimes The Uprising Red - RED, 75cl

40133

6x75cl

6x75cl

7

£ .09

£42.55 / CASE

19 Crimes Chardonnay - WHITE, 75cl
Full-bodied with ripe stone fruit flavours balanced with high
acidity, toasty oak, honey and hints of spice. Finishes with
creamy notes of butterscotch and vanilla.
6x75cl

Touches of spice, vanilla and more chocolate-like notes
meld with delicious red berry flavours whilst oak maturation
adds a creamy, almost nutty complexity.
6x75cl

A medium to full-bodied wine with classic dark berry and
cassis characters with hints of chocolate and mint.
40140

6

£ .25

6x75cl

£37.50 / CASE

6x75cl

Full of bright fruit flavours with passionfruit, grapefruit,
gooseberry and guava, and a refreshing finish - a wine to
suit all tastes and occasions.
6x75cl

The citrus aromas and flavours of the Semillon pair
beautifully with the fruit salad characters of the Chardonnay
to create a wine in harmony.
6x75cl

4

£ .90

£29.40 / CASE

Lindeman’s Bin 90 Moscato
- WHITE, 75cl
With aromas of citrus, musk and freshly cut grapes. The
palate is lively and vibrant with musk and tropical notes
which fill the mouth and linger.
6x75cl

4

£ .55

£27.27 / CASE

Lindeman’s Bin 35 Rose - ROSE, 75cl
A clean and stylish rosé. Fruit driven, bright, refreshing and
delicate flavours with hints of summer fruits. Aromas of
bright fruits with hints of raspberry and strawberry,
40146

4

£ .25

£25.50 / CASE

Lindeman’s Cawarra Semillon
Chardonnay - WHITE, 75cl

40145

4

£ .55

£27.27 / CASE

Lindeman’s Bin 95 Sauvignon Blanc
- WHITE, 75cl

40144

4

£ .25

£25.50 / CASE

A medium to full-bodied Shiraz with bright fruit and spice
characters. Tasting notes of berry, plum and spice give a
soft, generous finish.

40143

4

£ .55

£27.27 / CASE

Lindeman’s Bin 45 Cabernet Sauvignon
- RED, 75cl

40141

Full and round on the palate with a distinct sweetness
making the wine rich and mouth coating. The dark
chocolate and vanilla aromatics compliment subtle flavours
of cloves and cinnamon spice.

40135

Lindeman’s Bin 40 Merlot - RED, 75cl

Lindeman’s Bin 50 Shiraz - RED, 75cl
£42.55 / CASE

19 Crimes The Banished Dark Red
- RED, 75cl

40134

7

£ .09

BOTTLE PRICE

In every bottle of Lindeman’s wine you’ll find the spirit of the founder, Henry
Lindeman, who believed that the one purpose of wine is to bring happiness”.
To this day Lindeman’s Winemakers are constantly motivated by this philosophy.
Led by Wayne Falkenberg, Chief Winemaker for Lindeman’s, they are trusted
with the task of bringing great Lindeman’s wines to life. Every single bottle of
Lindeman’s is evidence of our master craftsmen’s unique abilities.

40139
£31.80 / CASE

Medium red with bright ruby hues, this wine confidently
takes charge with intense notes of mocha and caramel that
compliments subtle flavours of brown sugar and cinnamon.
A portion of this wine has been aged for 30 days in rum
barrels and is dark with jammy berry flavours and a
smoky finish.

LINDEMAN’S

6x75cl

4

£ .55

£27.27 / CASE

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.
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AUSTRALIAN WINES CONTINUED...
PENFOLDS

BOTTLE PRICE

Founded in 1844 by the Penfold family at Magill Estate in Adelaide, Penfold’s
has a wine making tradition spanning over 160 years, setting the benchmark
for Australian Wines. Penfolds is synonymous with South Australia and
multi-regional blending. Regions include the Barossa, Clare and Eden Valleys,
McLaren Vale, Adelaide Hills, Coonawarra and Padthaway to name but a few.
Through this multi-regional blending Penfolds creates wines of consistently
exceptional quality. Most famous for their red wines, ranging in style from the
mightly Penfolds Grange to the elegant Bin 28 and 128 Shiraz.

Penfolds Bin 2 Shiraz Mataro - RED, 75cl
Typically a soft, medium bodied wine, the Bin 2 blend of
Shiraz and Mataro is still relatively uncommon.
A wonderful, Mediterranean style blend unlike any
other wine in the collection.
40182

6x75cl

21.00

£

£126.00 / CASE

Penfolds Koonunga Hill Shiraz Cabernet
- RED, 75cl
Medium-bodied with red fruits, loganberry, mulberry and
red-cherry. Reflecting a touch of Moroccan spices, Turkish
Delight, sliced dates, rose-water, with a hint of damson
plum. Balance of tannins, acidity and oak work in unison to
afford instant drinkability.
40147

6x75cl

8

£ .70

WYNNS

Wynns Gables Cabernet Sauvignon
- RED, 75cl
Aromas of dark cherry and fragrant dusty spices, with
lingering sage and thyme notes. Classic cedar tobacco
and blackberry flavours with soft but succulent acid and
superfine tannins. An elegant and detailed expression
of Cabernet that is seamless and persistent. Versatile
and satisfying.
40171

6x75cl

12.15

£

£72.90 / CASE

Wynns Coonawarra Shiraz - RED, 75cl
Aromas of ground black pepper, berry and distinctive floral
notes. Delicate oak is used to match and support the fine
palate structure, without dominating its distinctive, coolclimate character. A medium-bodied wine with a lingering
finish that will age gradually in the tradition of the original
Wynns Heritage wine.
40172

£52.20 / CASE

BOTTLE PRICE

Today Wynns Coonawarra Estate is the region’s pre-eminent wine producer and
largest single vineyard holder with the best and longest established vineyard
sites in Coonawarra. Its wines are regarded as benchmarks for the district;
lauded for both their consistent quality and depth of flavour.

6x75cl

12.70

£

£76.20 / CASE

Penfolds Koonunga Hill Autumn
Riesling - WHITE, 75cl
Highly aromatic with fresh citrus, with mandarin and lime
juice alongside pretty floral notes of almond blossom, white
flowers and Gardenia. The palate of citrus carries through
amid delicate fresh ginger and a lovely typical Eden valley
talcy/quartz-like mineral acid structure.
40149

6x75cl

£75.27 / CASE

Penfolds Bin 311 Chardonnay
- WHITE, 75cl
Bin 311 exhibits lemon & lime flavours with a mineral acid
backbone. Complemented by barrel-fermentation and
maturation in mostly seasoned oak. Minimal filtration is
employed, preserving elegant fruit.
40148

6x75cl

12.55

£

23.00

£

£138.00 / CASE

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.
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Please note product pictures are for illustrative purposes and may differ.
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CALIFORNIAN WINES
BLOSSOM HILL

BOTTLE PRICE

There is a Blossom Hill wine to suit all tastes and occasions - from classic
crisp whites to fruity reds and fresh rosés. This means that everyone can find
something to love in the Blossom Hill range. Blossom Hill. The UK’s best
loved wine.

Blossom Hill Red - RED, 75cl

3

£ .27

This soft, mellow red is bursting with berry flavours,
delivering a smooth, fruity finish.
40176

6x75cl

£19.64 / CASE

Blossom Hill White - WHITE, 75cl

3

£ .27

This crisp, fruity wine is bursting with luscious melon
flavours, delivering an elegant, fruity finish.
40177

6x75cl

£19.64 / CASE

Blossom Hill White Zinfandel
- ROSE, 75cl
Delightful aroma of strawberries, with the flavour of red,
ripe watermelon. Lively on the palate, the wine is mediumbodied with a refreshing finish.
40178

6x75cl

4

£ .00

£24.00 / CASE

BERINGER BLASS

BOTTLE PRICE

Beringer is known for establishing many ‘firsts’ as leaders in the wine industry.
We were one of the first gravity fed facilities and among the first to operate
using hand-dug caves and cellars. We were the first to give public tours in 1934,
starting a Napa Valley hospitality tradition. We are the first and only winery to
have both a red and a white wine named #1 Wine of the Year by Wine Spectator
Magazine. Passion has the wonderful power to turn mere objects into an
obsession, to transform everyday tasks into art. At Beringer, we have been living
our passion for 145 years.

Beringer Classic Zinfandel - RED, 75cl
This wine is wonderfully rich with seductive flavours of black
cherry, blackberry jam, toasty vanilla and cinnamon spice.
40173

6x75cl

£27.27 / CASE

Beringer Classic Zinfandel - ROSE, 75cl
A soft wine with notes of strawberries, cherries and
raspberries. It also has a slightly nutty undertone to it.
Light, fruity and sweet.
40175

6x75cl

4

£ .27

£25.64 / CASE

Beringer Founders Estate Europe
California Sauvignon Blanc
- WHITE, 75cl
Full bodied and rounded in texture, this wine has lots of
ripe fruit and good balance, without the herbal character
typical of Sauvignon Blanc. Mild melon and apple aromas
lead to rich melon and fig flavours and a generous,
mouth-coating texture.
40174

4

£ .55

6x75cl

9

£ .09

£54.55 / CASE

GET 5% OFF

PURCHASE ANY FULL
CASE OF WINE & RECEIVE
A FURTHER 5% DISCOUNT
OFF CATALOGUE PRICE*
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE MUST EXCEED £75.00.

www.premiabrands.co.uk
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PREMIA DUTY FREE TERMS & CONDITIONS

ORDERING INFORMATION / TERMS & CONDITIONS
Embassies, High Commissions, International
Organisations and their fully accredited diplomats
entitled to purchase Duty and Tax Free items for their
Organisation and personal requirements should:
•

•

•

TERMS OF BUSINESS
Supply – All products are authentic and come from
original suppliers. All products are sold subject to
availability and are not sold on a ‘sale or return’ basis and
cannot be returned to the Company once delivery has
been accepted, unless agreed prior to return.

Print our on-line Order Form with your requirements,
contact details, signature, Mission’s stamp and
approved nominated signatory and internal
processes, if required to verify you are authorised to
order duty free goods, free of VAT and taxes.

Returns/Exchanges – Any returns will only be considered
for collection by the Company if:

Complete our Customer Registration form to open an
account and once verified and authorised you will be
able to place orders directly with us.
Ensure your Mission has sufficient quota in place for
the goods being ordered. If not, please complete a
C426 Form at parts 1,2 and 5 and send to the F&CO
for authorisation for all categories: Wines, Spirits,
Cigarettes, Cigars, Tobacco, Perfume & Cosmetics,
Beer. The C426 form is in triplicate form: the blue
and pink copy should be sent to the F&CO and the
white should be retained for your records. Once
authorisation has been given by the F&CO, they will
arrange for the C426 to be collected or delivered to
the supplier and once received, pending orders can be
processed. If a Bulk Quota is in place for your mission,
a C426 form does not have to be completed every
time, unless there is insufficient quota. Please note
without a C426 we are unable to deliver.

PREMIA DUTY FREE

A

Prior arrangement and appropriate paperwork has
been completed.

ii.

All labels, capsules, corks, stoppers and packaging
remain intact and has not been tampered with,
altered or obliterated in any way without the
Company’s consent.

iii.

The Company reserves the right to charge a fee if
goods are unfit for re-sale.

Availability – Product enhancement and the limits of the
production of some products may lead to the deletion and
modification of stock during the period of this catalogue.
Whilst the Company will use every endeavour to ensure
that the items listed are available, no guarantee to that
effect is either given or implied.
Pricing - The prices quoted in our catalogues are
confidential and are available only to the Diplomatic staff
accredited in their country of residence and who produce
authorisation from the appropriate authorities for the
supply of goods authorised.

Opening Hours: Monday-Friday - 9.00am-5.00pm

Mocatta House, Trafalgar Place,
Brighton, BN1 4DU, Sussex, UK
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i.

M

07787 112771

P

01273 443822

F

01273 371088

E

sales@premiadutyfree.com

Please note product pictures are for illustrative purposes and may differ.
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DIPLOMATIC DUTY FREE PRICING

PRICES ARE VALID FROM
1ST APRIL - 31ST MARCH, 2022
The prices in the price list are subject to alteration
at any time by the Company without prior notice.
Any increase in duty or excise could result in the
prices being increased.
All prices quoted for goods are exclusive of any
Duty and VAT.
Discounts – Any discounts offered are for the duration
agreed with the company and are subject to change
without prior notice.
Deliveries - All products should be examined at the
time of collection or delivery and any obvious loss or
damage noted on the collection/delivery note signed by
the purchaser and made the driver be made aware to
the driver.
The company accepts no liability for loss or damage to
products in transit unless the purchaser:
i.

Retains for inspection all packaging material
relative to damaged products.

ii.

Endorses the collection/delivery note with details
of any obvious loss or damage and notifies the
Company of non-delivery immediately upon delivery,
the Company will disclaim all responsibility.

Payments - Payments are due immediately upon receipt
of goods and our invoice and must be paid within 14 days
from the date of our invoice. Payment can be made by
cheque, bank-transfer or Visa/Mastercard credit/debit
Cards. Cheques should be made payable to Premia
Duty Free.

BANK DETAILS
Bank: HSBC
Sort code: 40-11-56
Account Number: 20711950
IBAN: GB17HBUK40115620711950
BIC: HBUKGB4195S
Please quote your client and invoice number
on all payments.
In the event of any account remaining unpaid after
its due date (period of 14 days from the date of the
invoice) the company reserves the right to charge
a monthly interest of 5% above ENDB Bank base
rate, on all sums outstanding until such time the
account is paid in full.
Any future deliveries will also cease until the
account is paid.
Force Majeure - Premia Duty Free will not be
responsible for any action by persons or others
causes outside its direct control, which, in anyway
hinder or prevent the fulfilment of any order.
Governing Law - All transactions shall be governed
by either UK law or the country of delivery, at the
absolute discretion of Premia Duty Free.
The Company cannot be held responsible for any
printing errors.
Prices and designs are subject to change
without notification.

We do not offer part-payment services.
Any charges incurred by recipient and sender for bank
transfers are to be paid by the customer.
Minimum Order - Orders can only be accepted for values
in excess of £75.00.

www.premiabrands.co.uk
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Premia Duty Free
Office: 01273 443822 | Fax: 01273 371088
Email: sales@premiadutyfree.com

